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917 Central Park Avenue • Scarsdale • 914.713.0066 • www.TranquilitySpa.com 
Monday-Friday 10AM-7PM • Saturday/Sunday 9-6PM • Ample Free Parking

The ideal gift of relaxation for the 
stressful times in which we live! 

Individual and Couples Massages • Spa Facials • Waxing • Body Treatments 
Advanced Safety Procedures Meeting & Exceeding NYS Protocols 

Visit web site for details, testimonials and VALENTINE’S SPECIALS! 

Gift Certicates for all Tranquility Spa Services available in-store 
and online: TranquilitySpa.com with Print-At-Home convenience!

PPaammppeerr  yyoouurr  VVaalleennttiinnee
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Address All Your Skincare Needs at Schweiger 
Dermatology Group in Westchester
Schweiger Dermatology Group is the leader in medical and 
cosmetic dermatology. Their team of award-winning dermatol-
ogists and providers specialize in treating skin cancer as well as 
the treatment of numerous other conditions, such as psoriasis, 
eczema, acne, warts, rashes, and much more. They address the 
entirety of skin health, including cosmetic solutions to help 
you look your best. Their team offers innovative and advanced 
treatments including non-surgical skin tightening, advanced 
placements of injectables, and overall skin rejuvenation. 

Schweiger Dermatology Group has convenient locations in Pur-
chase, Yonkers and Greenwich, and Norwalk, CT in addition to 
NYC, Long Island and New Jersey. Same-day appointments are 
available and major insurances are accepted. Call 914-221-6440 
or book online at schweigerderm.com. See their ad on page 6.

SPORTIME Tennis Clubs Offer Both Tennis and 
Pickleball Clinics & Lessons at Every Level
If you are playing tennis in Westchester, why play anywhere oth-
er than SPORTIME! The clubs offer a variety of playing surfaces, 
indoor and out, as well as running Adult Tennis Leagues, Lessons 
and USTA Teams ranging from beginner-intermediate, to ad-
vanced levels at both SPORTIME Harbor Island and SPORTIME 
Lake Isle clubs.  For juniors, SPORTIME offers programs tailored 
for the youngest players to more competitive juniors, as well as 
school break and summer camps for kids of all ages.  
 
For juniors looking to play higher levels of tennis, SPORTIME 
Lake Isle is the Westchester home of the John McEnroe Tennis 
Academy. SPORTIME truly has it all for players of all levels and 
ages.  And now, the clubs are in on the Pickleball craze offering 
clinics, lessons, open play and more.  
 
Whatever your racket is, get started playing today and take ad-
vantage of great member benefits. Contact SPORTIME at 
914- 777-5151 or westchester@sportimeny.com today. See their 
ad on page 6.

HEALTH, FITNESS & BEAUTY GUIDE 2023

Guide continues on the next page
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Top Dermatology  
Care in Westchester

 

Yonkers • Purchase  
(914) 221-6440 

Same day appointments • schweigerderm.com

• Treatment of all skin conditions
• Annual skin cancer exams
•  Solutions for fine lines, wrinkles, 

sun spots

Trust MedCap Glam to Address Your Hair Loss 
and Sensitive Scalp
Reasons for hair loss 
can develop from 
stress, thyroid disor-
der, trichotillomania, 
trauma, chemotherapy, 
kidney disease, and 
many other clinical 
diseases. 

MedCap Glam hair 
loss control clinic aims 
to provide the utmost 
support by conducting 
a private consultation, 
identifying hair loss 
with scalp scoping, 
and suggesting a hair 
growth regimen or a 
medical wig. Hair loss 
can profoundly affect 
your emotional healing and self-assurance.

Their focal point is to promote hair growth with a system or 
simplify a natural appearance with a modern design of a cranial 
prosthetic that suits your needs and lifestyle if needed. They 
know that maintaining a normal appearance is imperative 
when dealing with medical conditions. 

Therefore, MedCap Glam provides quality services to instill the 
fact that you are not alone. 

MedCap Glam is located at 1969a Palmer Avenue, Larchmont. 
To book your consultation, call 718-650-9109.  See their ad on 
page 7.

Indulge in Self-Care at European Beauty 
European Beauty prides itself on providing an exceptional cus-
tomer experience at reasonable prices. Clients benefit from the 
highest level of technical expertise, hygiene, and service as well 
as top-quality products, all in a relaxing, pleasant atmosphere. 

Choose from an array of specialty manicures/pedicures, thread-
ing and waxing, facials, massages, and eyebrow/eyelash services. 
Consider taking advantage of one of their special packages such 
as Mothers Care Time which includes a manicure and pedicure, 
a 60-minute full body massage and the European Signature 
Facial. 

SPORTIME 
JOHN McENROE TENNIS ACADEMY

SPORTIME Harbor Island is located in beautiful 
Harbor Island Park, Mamaroneck 

www.SportimeNY.com/HarborIsland 
(914) 777-5050

SPORTIME Lake Isle, John McEnroe Tennis Academy, Westchester  
is located on the grounds of the Lake Isle Country Club, Eastchester 

www.SportimeNY.com/LakeIsle 
 (914) 777-5151

Tennis programs, lessons, camps  
and more for children, juniors & adults 

REGISTER FOR OUR 
WINTER-SPRING 

Session!

Tamika Campbell, President, Hair Loss Practitioner, 
Cranial Prosthetic Specialist (left) and 
Dr. Alicia Mingo, Ph.D., MPH, Infectious Disease 
Epidemiologist,Licensed/Certified Hair Loss 
Practitioner (right).

continued on the next page
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European Beauty is 
also the perfect venue 
for birthday, bache-
lorette, and holiday 
celebrations. European 
Beauty is located at 611 
East Boston Post Road 
in Mamaroneck. Free 
parking is available. The 
hours of operation are 
Tuesdays to Sundays 
from 10:00 AM – 7:00 
PM, and closed Mondays. Call today at 914-630-1321 and make 
your appointment. Mention this ad for a complimentary eye-
brow threading or underarm waxing for new clients only. See 
their ad below right.

‘No Cost’ Senior Placement Service Provides 
Peace of Mind
Assisted Living Locators provides a full continuum of care for 
the senior population. Leana Walsh, owner and Eldercare Advi-
sor of Westchester's Assisted Living Locators, offers a ‘No Cost’ 
service to seniors 
and their families, 
providing expert 
advice on short- 
and long-term care 
options. Their goal is 
to assist families in 
choosing appropriate 
care options for their 
loved ones to save 
time, decrease stress, 
and provide peace 
of mind. They have 
access to a network of fully vetted assisted living solutions, 
which include Independent Living Apartments, Assisted Living 
Communities, Memory Care, and In-home Companion Care. 

As your senior care advisor, Leana’s mission is to provide fami-
lies with personalized assistance, support, and resolution need-
ed to manage the key life transitions they face. Leana personally 
tours and ranks all the communities/facilities she recommends 
and makes sure all her partners in the senior care market are 
fully committed to providing the best care possible.

Assisted Living Locators is a national company with over 100 advi-
sors in 40 states and growing. They offer clients hands-on advisory 
services when looking for care and housing solutions.  They are 

MEDCAP GLAM is open for business!
We offer medical wigs, cosmetic 
wigs, laser hair therapy for hair loss,
              and scalp scoping to 
                        identify hair loss.

Hair loss Control Clinic

Book your consultation today!

1969a Palmer Ave, Larchmont
718-650-9109

Models of MedCap Glam

Matchmaking Seniors 
with Caring Providers 

for Over a Decade

NO COST REFERRAL SERVICE
• Assisted Living Homes and Communities
• Alzheimer’s & Dementia Care
• In-Home Companion Care
• Retirement Apartments
• FREE Assisted and Independent Living Help!

Don’t Start Your 
Search Without 
Calling Us First!

CALL US TODAYAssisted Living Locators 
Call Leana Walsh TODAY @ 914.362.1745
lwalsh@assistedlivinglocators.com
https://assistedlivinglocators.com/westchester

Come in and experience the highest level of technical expertise, 
hygiene and customer service.
See what all the excitement is about! 

Now offering a Complimentary Eyebrow 
Threading or Underarm Waxing for new clients only.

We’re the perfect venue for kids birthday parties, bachelorette parties 
& celebrations. 

611 East Boston Post Road, Mamaroneck
914-630-1321   www.europeanbeauty.net

very different as they pride themselves on providing personalized 
service. They tour with their clients, help them with their transi-
tion and always follow up to see how they are flourishing.

A ‘No Cost’ senior placement service! Visit https://assistedliving 
locators.com/care-advisor/westchester/. See their ad below.

Focus the Mind and Relax the Body at 
Tranquility Spa
For over 30 years, Tranquility Spa in Scarsdale has been 
Westchester’s destination location for an extraordinary, life-
enhancing experience: a short-term, mini-vacation to focus the 
mind, relax the body and free the soul. It’s the ideal getaway to 
enjoy numerous kinds 
of massage therapies 
(including CBD), body 
treatments, or a full day 
of multi-service pam-
pering. And during this 
time of year, spa facials, 
of which Tranquility 
offers nearly a dozen types, are particularly exhilarating and 
helpful in moisturizing dry skin caused by Winter conditions. 

With Valentine’s Day soon upon us, it’s a good time to remember that 
the guys deserve pampering too! Plus, for Valentines, there are “Mas-
sages for Two” that couples may enjoy together in one private room.

Gift Certificates with print-at-home convenience are available 
online to purchase for all Tranquility services to delight loved 
ones, family, friends – and yourself!  Visit TranquilitySpa.com 
and see their ad on page 3.

continued on the next page
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The start of the year often brings about 
new health and fitness goals…many of 
which are quickly gone with the wind. 
But what if you found a new way to 
be inspired to keep up with a new and 
unique routine? Luckily, there are a num-
ber of creative ways to get in shape while 
having fun regardless of your athletic 
ability. 

Coco Ballantyne of Steve Sohn’s Krav 
Maga self-defense center in Scarsdale has 
invented a totally new offering for people 
at all fitness levels called, “Krav Dance.” 
With a background as a dancer and an en-
thusiast of Krav Maga, she’s helping peo-
ple enjoy a full-body workout while also 
teaching self-defense. She says Krav Maga 
is an amazing thing for women to do, 
“because we always feel like we need to be 
with a man to feel safe walking down the 
street or in a parking garage. Krav Maga 
really gives you a sense of security and a 
toolkit so that if someone grabs you, you 
know exactly what to do and feel much 
safer in the world.” Ballantyne created 
Krav Dance a year ago after being inspired 
by her admiration of how beautiful the 
movements are in Krav Maga such as the 
boxing, weaving, bobbing and kicks. She 
says it’s almost like a dance in itself so she 
started thinking about how to put the two 
passions together and then Krav Dance 

Krav Dance instruction. Photo credit: Aiko Austin.

By Lauren Hurwitz

was formed.

While Krav Dance can be taught to any 
age group at any physical level, it can 
certainly be a demanding workout. Most 
of her current attendees are in their 30’s 
and 40’s but she’s starting to see some 
older groups come in as well and hopes 
to expand to teens and children in time. 
And don’t be fooled! You do not need any 
dance experience to enjoy and benefit 
from Krav Dance. 

“I also think Krav Dance is cognitively 
engaging because you’re learning and 
remembering specific movements, which 
gives the brain it’s own workout. Physi-
cal movement is great, but combining it 
with cognitive stimulation is even 
better. 

Dance engages your mind AND your 
body. That is how you stay sharp and 
youthful,” according to Ballantyne. 

Local business, The Grit Ninja, has been 
giving fitness warriors all over Westches-
ter a mega workout with their offerings. 
Owner Allison Meltzer says she and 
her husband were inspired to open the 
flagship location in Pleasantville by their 
four boys who were obsessed with the 
TV show “American Ninja Warrior.” With 
a wide range of participants, Meltzer’s 
clientele includes those who don’t con-
sider themselves “ninjas” as well as those 
training at a very high level to participate 
on the TV program.  

Sheridan Fencing Academy of Westchester. 
Photo credit: Creative Headshots NYC 

(Instagram: @creativeshots.nyc)

New Yearfor the
Distinctive Fitness
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Lauren@LATCounseling.com         914.721.0329
compassionate counseling to support, empower, & connect

LAUREN A. TETENBAUM, LMSW, JD, PMH-C

CounseLaurTHE

advocating for yourself at home or at work
navigating pregnancy/parenting & other transitions 
alleviating the maternal mental load

Clinical Therapy   Coaching  Collaborations

because you and your mental health matter

Either way, they’re all looking for a full body workout that’s a 
little bit different. 

“There will be a couple of staples [always on the floor but the] 
gym setup changes constantly and it will look totally different 
the next week and we try to set up obstacles so you can work in 
progressions.” The Grit Ninja offers Warped Walls (a TV show 
staple obstacle) which are big walls ranging in size from 6’ to 14’ 
that require you to run up and climb over, upper body swinging 
lines that range from traditional monkey bars to ring lines and 
even super advanced obstacles that require you to fly through 
the air and catch with your fingertips, balance obstacles like 
Bosu balls, Slacklines and custom beams that wobble under-
neath you, other sections that focus on agility and parkour 
based movement and even a rock climbing wall.

Best of all, Meltzer says her staff is very intentional about 
setting up beginners on the right path, but directing those with 
more advanced physical abilities to the areas that will challenge 
them most. She thinks of The Grit Ninja as the most fun play-
ground you can enjoy as an adult and release your inner child. 
“You can work out with a sense of adventure, mental fortitude, 
and grit. You literally have an obstacle in front of you and have 
to figure out how to overcome it.” 

Jason Sheridan of Sheridan Fencing Academy of Westchester 
brings a centuries old sport to a modern workout in White 
Plains. “I started fencing at 17 and immediately loved it. I fenced 
with the US National Team with an Olympic coach and then 
moved to Poland for several years training and competing.” 
Sheridan who has a Masters in Fencing says his classes are for 
all ages. “Adults want to try something new and something that’s 
engaging and different but also fun and a great workout. One of 
our driving philosophies of our programs is that it should be fun. 
Whatever your age is, if you’re going to engage in physical activi-
ty, and you want it to be something you do regularly, you need to 
enjoy it so you don’t struggle to get out of bed to go do it.” 

The largest group visiting his studio consists of people who 
have never done anything related to fencing. Perhaps they 

thought it looked cool and have seen it in a movie and want 
to try it out. “For them, the program is very much a way to 
onboard them into the sport. Even if you’ve never done this 
before, even if you haven’t engaged in a lot of sports before, this 
is a way in because it’s very easy to scale to different levels of 
fitness and engagement.” 

To get started, participants can just wear gym clothes and 
sneakers since all of the fencing gear is provided on-site mak-
ing it easy for anyone to get started. Sheridan says, “fencing is 
very focused on the lower body. If you’ve seen fencing before, 
you see people whacking swords together, but the actual sport 
has to do with how you move your feet more than how to move 
your sword. It’s about footwork in relation to the opponent. It’s 
very much a lower body sport. There is a lot of squatting and 
it is very explosive. There are lots of bursts of speed that are 
great for muscle development and overall fitness.” He adds, “my 
favorite thing about teaching fencing is helping people realize 
that they can do more than they thought they could before. 
I see this of course with kids but adults as well where a lot of 
people have limits in their minds about what they believe they 
can achieve physically. Those limits are generally artificial and 
not based on what their body can actually do or accomplish. I 
love to help people get past that. “

Having just opened in December, Westchester’s newest fitness 
hot-spot is Rumble Boxing located in the North End of New 
Rochelle. Co-Owner Heather Rhyu, who also owns three Club 
Pilates locations, says it’s the first boutique boxing space in 
Westchester that’s attracting everyone from college students to 
local moms and dads in their 60’s. 

The 45-minute workout is broken down into 10 rounds. Half 
the time you’re boxing into bags filled with sand making it 
softer on the joints than traditional boxing bags, and the other 
half is spent on benches doing strength training intervals, car-
dio intervals, core exercises etc. 

“It’s a true full-body workout, not just boxing. It’s a very 
high-energy atmosphere and feels like a big party - but you’re 
drenched by the end of class and the 45 mins goes so fast be-
cause you’re going back and forth,” says Rhyu. 

There are only six punches in boxing and once you learn those, 
it’s a matter of learning different (yet endless) combinations of 
those same six punches. “If you’ve never boxed or you haven’t 
worked out in two or three years you can go at your own pace. 
It’s challenging but there are so many different modifications 
you can do to have a great and effective workout,” she adds.

The Grit Ninja Obstacle Course. Photo credit: Cara Mack.

continued on the next page
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SCHEDULE A TOUR TODAY
Maria Scaros, Executive Director • 203.531.5500

mscaros@thegreensatgreenwich.com  
thegreensatgreenwich.com

The Greens at Greenwich is a  The Greens at Greenwich is a  
Purple Flag community recognized Purple Flag community recognized 

 for their excellence in dementia care.  for their excellence in dementia care. 

The Greens is recognized as a leader  The Greens is recognized as a leader  
in the use of the creative arts therapies  in the use of the creative arts therapies  

to care for the mind, body and spirit  to care for the mind, body and spirit  
of individuals with memory impairment.  of individuals with memory impairment.  

These programs use the universal  These programs use the universal  
language of the arts to communicate  language of the arts to communicate  

beyond words. beyond words. 

DISCOVER 
The Greens

Heart and Soul

20222022 CALA Award for   CALA Award for  
Best Practices-Resident CareBest Practices-Resident Care

To maintain flexibility and relieve pain, Erica Itkowitz offers 
free one-hour chair yoga classes at the New Rochelle Public 
Library mid-day on Wednesdays, with another instructor teach-
ing a similar class on Mondays.  She says the class size varies 
from 10-25 people. Most of the students are retired females 
but they have gotten a few au pairs in the past year who pop in 
during their lunch break. 

“We don’t get on the floor but we do try to do a lot of (tradi-
tional) poses while sitting in our chairs. Sometimes we stand 
and hold the back of the chair,” Itkowitz says. She acknowledg-
es some attendees have different physical abilities, They can 
modify for movements for what she calls a very diverse group. 
Best of all, you don’t need to know any of the traditional yoga 
poses like cat, dog, warrior one or two, etc. but you will defi-
nitely learn all of these things in this class that doesn’t require 
advance registration.

Dr. Melissa Leber, Associate Professor of Orthopedics at Mount 
Sinai, who sees patients at the Mount Sinai office in Scarsdale 
says, “It's important to always vary your workout routine to 
avoid overuse, overtraining and to keep it interesting! By vary-
ing your routine, I mean to change up the type of workout, the 
intensity, and the length of training each day.”

When figuring out the best workout for you, Dr. Leber says as 
you get older, resistance training becomes more important. 
For example, she suggests when you’re in your 30’s, you should 
spend 70% of your time on cardio and 30% on strength train-
ing, whereas when you reach your 50’s, you will divide your 
time equally between cardio and strength training, and then in-
crease the strength training as you approach your 70’s. She adds, 
“Always stick with the same weight/activity for a few weeks 
before progressing to more weight or a more difficult activity.” 

Once you figure out the best workout plan for you, it’s im-
portant to stick with your routine, even if you have an injury 
or soreness. Dr. Leber says, “If you have an injury or an area of 
pain, don't stop exercising completely - unless this is recom-
mended by your doctor! Consider a low impact exercise like 
yoga or pilates to maintain muscle strength and tone while al-
lowing other areas to recover.” With no reason to slow down in 
2023, finding a fitness center that fits your needs in Westchester 
will be more convenient than ever! 

Rumble Boxing
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SANDRA MORGAN INTERIORS & ART PRIVÉ
WESTCHESTER  •  GREENWICH  •  VERO BEACH  •  HAMPTONS  •  NANTUCKET

Laird Morgan Tolan
Resident of Pelham
Interior Designer

‘

COMPLETE DESIGN SERVICES 
& ART GALLERY

DESIGN CONSULTATIONS AVAILABLE

WWW.SANDRAMORGANINTERIORS.COM

135 E. PUTNAM AVENUE

GREENWICH, 203-629-8121

CLASSIC   •   MODERN  •   FRESH
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2023 Trend Report 
BY LAUREN HURWITZ

It’s a new year, but that doesn’t mean 
out with the old! When it comes 
to home design, much of last year’s 
trends will remain the same. But 
one thing is for sure – our spaces 
are about to get a lot more colorful 
with the 2023 Pantone Color of the 
Year - Viva Magenta. According to 
Pantone, “In this age of technol-
ogy, we look to draw inspiration 
from nature and what is real…Viva 
Magenta descends from the red 
family, and is inspired by the red of cochineal, one 
of the most precious dyes belonging to the natural dye family as well as one 
of the strongest and brightest the world has known.” A sharp departure from 
the 2022 favorite color of Ultimate Gray, Viva Magenta is a head turner and 
a statement maker in it’s own right. Interior Designer Christine Wetzel of 
Christine Wetzel Design says, “I’m a big fan of incorporating color pops in 
rooms, adding a bit of a surprise element to a neutral based space.  I added 
magenta in a girl’s bedroom, as a foil to the neutral silver/grey, adding a fun 
playful touch, that brings a smile to the face.”

But this bright color trend doesn’t equate to overhauling your entire 
existing décor, Wetzel expects 2023 will still revolve around sustainability. 
“The constant stream of information regarding the fragility of our planet 
continues to drive “green” purchases.  Reusing items you may already 
have, but possibly in a different manner, or recovering or repainting 
pieces that may be looking a little tired. I feel that a big part of my job 
is educating clients about not having to actually ‘get rid of everything’, 
drawing existing pieces into the floor plans, and by doing so, adding a bit 
of personality to the room,” she says.

If you’re getting inspired to redecorate, Wetzel says it’s important to 
consider a handful of things before jumping in headfirst. First is to think 
of your lifestyle. Do you have kids? How old are they? Are there pets? 
Is it a formal space, or a space to be used by the family? Do you need to 
maximize seating? She says these are all important questions when it 
comes to layout, fabric or carpet selection, and general useability. Next 
she says to consider the budget. “Budget is not a fun word and no one 
likes to talk about it, but budget is extremely helpful when designing a 
space,” says Wetzel. “I like to have complete transparency when dealing 
with costs - it alleviates any unpleasant surprises down the road.” Lastly, 
she asks her clients to consider expectations. “We are all growing weary 
of the supply chain issues’ we have been facing for the past couple of 
years, but unfortunately they are not going away any time soon.  Projects 
that used to take a couple of months are now on a far longer lead time.  
Understanding that this is a problem across the board today, will help 
you to alleviate potential frustration during your project.  Just know that 
when the project is complete, it will be well worth it!”

It can be easy to spiral when doing a home project so Wetzel notes “over 
enthusiasm is the most common mistake when it comes to following 
trends.  Incorporating gold fixtures in one room is gorgeous, but not all 
rooms.  Wallpaper used sparingly is impactful but when used everywhere 
it’s just distracting.  Try to keep the special design aspects special, don’t 
dilute the impact, by going overboard.” She says as a final thought, always 
remember…”less is more!”

Design by Christine Wetzel.

Before joining Sandra Morgan Interiors as 
an interior designer and becoming part of a 
sought-after mother/daughter design team, 
Laird established a career in fashion that 
spanned 14 years as a buyer at several major 
retailers in NYC. Her fashion background 
and retail experience add a unique perspec-
tive to the firm and provide her with a keen 
understanding of color, pattern, texture and 
creative styling. Laird loves to create fresh, 
modern and timeless spaces. As a buyer she 
was responsible for multimillion dollar bud-
gets that required her to effectively manage 
timelines and finances.

Laird has clients in Westchester, Connecticut, the Hamptons and Massa-
chusetts and works on projects of all sizes. Getting to know a client and 
making their space more beautiful is her passion. Each project offers an 
opportunity to use her talents while listening to a client’s specific needs. 
She works closely with them to ensure that the final product reflects her 
client’s vision. Her goal is to exceed expectations and create rooms that are 
beautiful, comfortable and livable. 

The Greenwich studio also offers Art Privé, a dynamic gallery representing 
20 contemporary artists. Laird and Sandra have curated a group of artists 
that reflect their own aesthetic for exciting color. Paintings are often the 
inspiration for a new design project.     

Laird lives in Pelham with her husband and their three children. She has 
been actively engaged in the community served on the board of the Junior 
League, Pelham Art Center and is an active board member at Bartow-Pell 
Mansion where she is refreshing the classic Parlor Rooms.  She is also cur-
rently involved in a design project for a yacht club in Greenwich.

Laird Morgan Tolan
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style
embrace the 

power 
of 

pink 
for 2023

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. 6.

7.

8.

9.

1. Maxed Out Pickelball Sling
“She may be little, but she is fierce!” . . . is what 
everyone will be saying when they see you carrying 
your one-shoulder, crossbody tennis sling. Machine 
washable, compact, lightweight. Padded crossbody 
strap with easy accessible cellphone pocket for the 
ultimate hands-free experience. $150. Available at 
Sportech, 124 S Ridge St, Rye Brook. 
www.sportechryebrook.com/

2. Tom Ford Lip Color Matte – Velvet Cherry
Long-wearing, Tom Ford Lip Color Matte creates a 
powerfully sophisticated look, formulated with a 
luxurious, velvet matte finish. Smoothes comfortably 
onto the lips. $58. Available at www.tomford.com

3. Addison Wool Blend Gloves – Rag & Bone
Indispensable wool-rich gloves keep you cozy on 
commutes and feature stretchy ribbed cuffs with 
a contrasting logo patch. $95. Available at www.
nordstrom.com

4. Plush & Warm Faux Fur Coat
This luscious Vibrant Pink coat has two front pockets 
and a silky feel pink lining. Notch collar. Super soft 
and cozy with front snap closures. $225. Available 
at Lauren Tormenta NY, 10 Chatsworth Avenue, 
Larchmont. www.LaurenTormentaNY.com and 
LaurenBoutiqueNY on Instagram. 

5. Lowestoft Pullover Sweater Crochet Pattern by 
Elena Fedotova
Published in Sail Away Booklet, Malabrigo. Yarn: 
Sock Weight in Fucsia and Zarzamora. A soft, 
smoothly-plied, lightweight sock yarn. Spun from 
luxurious merino and treated to make it machine 
washable for easy care. Available at www.malabrigo-
yarn.com and knittingnation.com in Nyack.

6. HOKA - Solimar - Everyday Running Shoe
Mirroring the smooth rolling pattern of SoCal’s 
Solimar beach, this streamlined trainer offers a 
sublime ride for everyday miles. Engineered with an 
approachable stack height, balanced midsole and 
extended crash pad, this adaptable silhouette is 
equipped with extra rubber to combat high-sweat 
areas. $125. Available at www.hoka.com or FleetFeet, 
Bronxville. www.fleetfeet.com/s/nyc

7. Essie Handmade with Love Nail Polish – 
Pencil Me In, Magenta Pink
Designed to spark creativity and joyful self-
expression. Vibrant, magenta pink with blue 
undertones and a cream finish. Flawless coverage 
and glossy shine. $10.00. Available at www.ulta.com 
and Ulta at Cross County Shopping Center, Yonkers.

8. Benjamin Moore (Magenta 2077-10) for the 
Pantone Color of the Year - Viva Magenta
This classic hue mixes the drama of red with the 
decadence of violet. Available at Wallauer Paint and 
Design (Pelham, New Rochelle, Scarsdale and White 
Plains) www.shopwallauer.com

9. Berry Embroidery Sweater
Gorgeous embroidery on sleeve, 100% 
cotton hand knit sweater. Rib knit 
along neckline, cuff and hem. Medium 
knit weight. $147. Available at Lauren 
Tormenta NY, 10 Chatsworth Avenue, 
Larchmont. www.LaurenTormentaNY.com 
and LaurenBoutiqueNY on Instagram. 
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No 
Knowledge 
of French
Required

FRENCH-AMERICAN SCHOOL OF NEW YORK
INTERNATIONAL  AND  BILINGUAL  SCHOOL

Live Locally, Learn Globally

admissions@fasny.org 

 914.250.0401  

www.fasny.org

Bilingual Program Nursery to Grade 12

 International Program Grades 1-8

IB Diploma Program in Grades 11 & 12

Language Institute for Adults & Children

 

How Seriously Should You Take a 
Smartwatch’s AFib Alert?

By Martha G. Ferrara, Nurse Practitioner

Advancements in technology con-
tinue to occur at a rapid pace – so 
rapid, in fact, that they may cause 
your heart to beat a little faster. 
But when it comes to smart-
watches, they can convince some-
one that their altered heartbeat 
means they have atrial fibrillation 
(AFib), a serious condition that 
poses an increased risk of stroke 
and heart failure.

AFib is a quivering or irregular 
heartbeat (arrhythmia) that can 
lead to those and other heart-re-
lated complications. At least 2.7 
million Americans are living with 
AFib, according to the American 
Heart Association, which says the 
condition increases the risk of 

stroke fivefold.

We all want to be aware of poten-
tial risks to our health, but in this 
case, a little information can per-
haps not be enough. Our office is, 
on many days, overwhelmed with 
owners of an Apple Phone, Fitbit, 
Samsung Galaxy, and similar 
devices that have provided a “you 
may have AFib” alert – and who 
are understandably concerned.

Smartwatches use a kind of elec-
trocardiogram (ECG) technology 
that monitors blood flow and 
heart rate throughout the day; any 
irregular rhythms are then “alert-
ed.” However, the technology may 
be outpacing the reality.
I am certain that most of us 
have at some point felt that odd 
sensation indicating an irregular 
heartbeat or even the “skipping” 
of a beat. But is that enough to 
conclude that you have AFib?

The answer is “no,” according to 
the U.S. Preventive Services Task 
Force (USPSTF). That organization 
issued a report in January 2022 

finding that the likes of smart-
watches and smartphone apps, au-
tomated blood pressure cuffs, and 
pulse oximeters are no match for 
an ECG screening of an asymp-
tomatic patient in a healthcare 
provider’s office when it comes to 
an accurate AFib screening.

To be clear, the USPSTF is not 
saying that such devices’ alerts 
are invalid – just that there is not 
enough data to conclude that 
asymptomatic patients should 
completely trust those devices’ 
suggestive diagnoses.

Fortunately, the tech compa-
nies appear to be aware of this 
ever-more-complex situation. 
Representatives from several of 

the involved companies attended 
September’s HRX inaugural meet-
ing – a digital health conference 
sponsored by the Heart Rhythm 
Society, the leading scientific 
organization on cardiac pacing 
and electrophysiology. They were 
joined by electrophysiologists and 
nurse practitioners like me, as well 
as physicians and other stakehold-
ers in this area, to engage in an 
open and collaborative discussion 
about the current situation and the 
exciting potential for digital health 
“wearable” tools going forward.

I believe that such collaborative 
sharing of knowledge and informa-
tion is the wave of the future – one 
that will no longer find patients 
stranded somewhere in the middle.

In the meantime, if you do receive 
an AFib alert and are concerned 
about what it could mean, contact 
your primary care physician to 
discuss. They should be able to set 
your mind at least partly at ease, by 
either ruling out AFib or by recom-
mending you see a specialist.

Martha G. Ferrara is the Assistant 
Director of Electrophysiology Services at 
White Plains Hospital. For an appoint-
ment, call 914-849-2690.
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 Suddenly facing 
the world alone?
Your investment portfolio is the last thing you 
should have to worry about when facing the  
world by yourself.

We can help provide the guidance you need.

Clients often come to us for help with organizing 
their current financial assets, reassessing their 
financial goals, and implementing a new plan 
designed to help ensure their own financial well-
being at critical points in their life.

We should talk.

Contact us so that we can help you take control 
of your future.

© 2021 Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. Member SIPC.

Walter C. Camas 
Senior Vice President
Financial Advisor
2000 Westchester Avenue 
Suite 1NC 
Purchase, NY 10577
914-225-4718
888-499-8544
walter.camas@ms.com 
advisor.morganstanley.com/
walter.camas
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BEST
White Plains Hospital 

is Westchester’s

For Quality, Safety & Patient Experience

Visit wphospital.org/awards




